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ONIVERSITY OF MISSOORI-ST. LOOIS

Dent Excites Crowd With Brushes, Paint
by Bill Farns~orth
news editor

January 25, 1993

Senate Considers Cancelling
Spring Break, Intersession

Jimi Hendrix wasn't fInished, but
the music had stopped and the crowd
four options before the senate meets least two years before that acaby Thomas J. Kovach
was frozen in place.
Feb. 10. Ott also said a date for the demic calendar begins. That way
Current news reporter
committee meeting has not yet been we can still debate it," he said.
Denny Dent collapsed against his
set. Mter being approved by the
rendition of Jimi Hendrix and turned
Senator Hal Harris said he
A university committee is ex- senate, the academic calendar must would like to see the committee
. a paint-spattered face to the crowd.
ploring several options as to what also be approved by the University of look at several options, including
"I'm sorry," he said. "I guess I'm
date students will begin classes in Missouri Board of Curators.
just having a ba~ day."
the option of having classes over
January,
1996. Some suggestions
Senate Chainnan Joe Martinich spring break.
Although he said he was going to
senate members made last week said that. while 1996 might seem far
do four paintings, Dent claimed he
"I also think we ought to look
include cancelling spring break and away, it's helpful that the senate is at cutting out intensive study days,"
was fmished after only completing
pushing intersession and summer examining the question of when stu- Harris said. "You can also look at
three. The crowd applauded his efclasses back a week.
dents mightreturn to school. Martinich cutting out Labor Day."
forts with a standing ovation.
Leonard
Ott,
chairman
of
the
said
that in the past, the senate has not
"If something's got to go, let it
"Stop," he cried. After Dent had
Curriculum
and
Instruction
Comhad
the
time
to
debate
the
academic
be
intersession,"
Gail Ratcliffe,
the crowd shout "I am an artist, we
mittee.
said
the
committee
will
calendar.
can change the world," he told them
probably come up with three or
"The calendar should be set at
See BREAK, page 4
that he would fInish Jimi.
Dent grabbed the unfinished portrait and spun it 180 degrees. An
emerging form of Hendrix appeared.
In two minutes Jimi was finished and
by Clint Zweifel
mathematics and technology."
an exhausted Dent turned to the crowd
Current
news
reporter
Prospective students are chosen from a pool of 106
to bid them farewell.
schools
in St. Louis City, St. Charles, Warren, Jefferson
Dent performed for a crowd of
A
550,000
grant
from
the
James
S.
McDonnell
and
St
Louis counties. Pam Iverson, co-director and
200 in theJ.C.Penney auditorium last
Foundation
will
help
the
GeorgeEngelmann
Mathematics
coordinator
of the Engelmann Institute, said the program,
Wednesday. He painted, with brushes
Science
Institute
battle
the
recent
budget
cuts
on
the
and
"brings
together
students of different backgrounds, naand his hands, Martin Luther King,
UM-St
Louis
campus.
tionalities, race and sex and gives them a common link."
John Lennon, Jim Morrison and Jimi
The Engelmann Institute is an intensive academics
Aspiring Engelmann scholars must first be nominated
Hendrix.
program that introduces and focuses on subjects such as by a high school mathematics or science teacher, guidance
His message to the crowd was one
the philosophy of science, biophysics, psychobiology, counselor or principal. The student must also have comof hope, a message of personal
digital
electronics, molecular biology, physiology. statis- pleted his or her sophomore or junior year in high school
achievement. "If you hang on long
tics
and
experimental design. According to Components and be included in the top five percent of his or her class.
Photo: Alfie Ali
enough, you will fmd out that what
of
the
Engelmann
Institute, the program is designed with
"Engelmann scholars must meet rigorous academic
you are looking for is right under your Denny Dent used his hands to paint a portrait of Dr. Martin Luther
the
objective
of
"stimulating
high
ability
students
from
St
King
Jr.
last
Wednesday
afternoon
in
the
J.C.
Penney
Auditorium.
nose," he said.
See GRANT, page 4
Louis area high schools to pursue careers in science,
Dent told the crowd that he was Dent also painted Jim MOrrison, Jimi Hendrix and John Lennon.
not the only artist in the room.
"It's not what you do, it's the way
that you do it that makes you an artist, " he said before his first portrait
t
"Art isnota thing, it's an expression."
by Krista Goodin
give the students
by Amy M. Allman
To "Give Peace a Chance," the
associate news editor
the most they can
Current news reporter ·
1991 version that came out during the
get in return,"
Persian Gulf War. and Ray Charles
"I wouldn't consider myself a
For most teachers, a student's progress, or an occa- Rochester said.
singing "America," Dent "handmaster teacher, but I work really hard
Lyman T.
sional apple, are the only rewards received. However, on
painted" Martin Luther King, one of
at it," said Charles R. Granger, a
Nov. 15 at the Adams Mark Hotel in St Louis, 85 metro- Sargent, chairprofessor
of biology and education at
man
of
the
Politifor
their
outstanding
contriarea
educators
were
honored
See DENT, page 4
UM-St. Louis.
cal Science Debutions and dedication to the teaching profession.
Apparently, that hard work has
J. Martin Rochester, associate professor of political partment, said
been noticed. Granger recently rescience at UM-St. Louis, was one of the recipients of the that, "Rochester
ceived the Governor's Excellence in
1992Emerson Electric Co. Excellence in Teaching Award cares for his stuTeaching Award. Former Governor
The award, presented annually, is the only one in the St dents to an unJohn Ashcroft presented the award in
Louis area that publicly recognizes teachers for their usual degree. He
Kansas City, Mo. during the
is always availcommitment to the education profession.
Features
Governor's Conference on Higher
"I am enormously pleased to be recognized because, able and works
Education in December. Granger, and
on many campuses. there is such an emphasis on research very closely with
Check out page 5 for
that teaching is sometimes overlooked. Although research his pupils. He
J . Martin Rochester 47 other faculty members from Miscloser look at the SL
souri colleges and universities, were
is important, this award allows for those educators who are fulfills all the
recognized for outstanding teaching
Louis Zoo's newest
particularly devoted to their students to be recognized," qualities we look for in an excellent teacher."
Charles R. Granger
at
the
university
level.
Granger's
rethe
award
come
from
a
variety
of
The
recipients
of
Rochester
said.
attraction.
Rochester, who completed his Ph.D at Syracuse educational areas. From pre-kindergarten to higher learn- sponsibilities at UM-St Louis include at his hometown high school in Tama,
University, has been teaching at UM-St Louis since 1972. ing, all realms of teaching are incorporated. Private and teaching general biology to non-ma- Iowa.
"I enjoy students with inquisitive
Throughout his teaching career, Rochester has published parochial schools from the St Louis metro area, including jors and educating prospective high
minds." Granger said. "It's very much
numerous books, served as chairman of the Political Illinois, participate in the program. Teachers are nomi- school teachers in science.
,
He is also the director of the fun to talk with them. And you get
. Science Department and as director of a consortium on nated by their own schools to receive the award, and an
independent committee of educators reviews the qualifi- George Engelmann Mathematics and some very bright and interested stuinternational studies.
Science Institute.
dents in general biology because they
Rochester extends not only his time, but a kind manner cations.
Before his 21 years at UM-St. aren't biology majors."
During the presentation ceremony, each recipient was
toward the students he teaches.
"The students and their families are the ones who pay given an engraved crystal apple as a symbol of excellence Louis, Granger taught at Cornell University. He began his teaching career
See AWARD, page 4
the tuition, which pays my salary. I feel it is important to in the classroom.
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McDonnell Gives $50,000 Grant

UM-St. Louis FacuJ~y MeDlbers Honored With ~wards

Granger Receives Governor'sAward

Emerson Electric H onors Rochester
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Sports
The RlveTWomen lost
two games at home
last week, see page 7
for details.

SGA Assembly Votes On Yum!
UPB And Officer Terms
TIlree motions were proposed at
the Student Government Association
(SGA) Assembly meeting on
Wednesday ,Jan. 20. One new motion
was intended to divide candidates for
elected offices into the categories of
party candidates and single candidates.

Rioerwomen Basketball

CampllJs Reminder

" ~

Applications for Student Government Association offlcer candldates are available
after Feb. 1 at theSGA
office, 262 U. Center.

SGA Parliamentarian Bill Ross,
who proposed the change, said the
idea behind the proposal was to ensure that candidates who run together,
if elected, are able to serve together.
Mike Quinn, student services coordinator, said that "the basic concept
of the party system works and instead
of students having to remember different names, they only have to remember the party name."
The final vote on that motion was
postponed until the next SG A Assembly meeting, which will be Wednesday, Feb. 3. The delay was due in part
to the assembly's request for a moredetailed presentation on how the new
rules could be enacted and whether
they would be effective for the April

election.
The first motion passed at the
meeting provides for the separation
of the University Program Board
(UPB) from the SGA constitution. In
past years, the two groups have wOlked
independently, although they were
under the same constitution.
UPB and SGA have also been
independently applying for funds
since 1982.
"The University Program Board
will not have to go through SGA. It is
merely a formality that needed to take
place," Ross said.
The final motion passed by the
assembly called for an extension of
the terms of office for SGA officers.
In the past, officers have been
paid until June 30, the end of the fiscal
year for the university. Past administrations have typically worked only
until April, when elections are held.
The change also allows for a extended
transition period in which the new
administration can prepare for its
upcoming term, Ross said.

Photo: Jeff Parker

The Galleria is holding an exhibition of architectural designs constructed with Girl Scout Cookies.
Trivers Associates recreated the construction of the St. Louis Arch.
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FEATURES

HELP,WANTED
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
is now hiring for all positions: wait,
bus, host, bar, and kitchen, For more
information, please call 621 '()276,
and ask for a manager,

--,_-.. ............,-

~MB NOWI ~

UNUMITED INCOME
High commission potential saving
homeowners big $$$$. Sign up local
clients in high demand financial ser·
vice. No experience necessary. Will
train applicants. Weekly commissions
paid. Request complete information.
Call Toll Free
1-800-365·7550 ext, 8064
STUDENTS!
DONATE BLOOD PLASMA
• Earn Cash
• $15 first donation, extra $5 with appointment.
• Up to $120 first month.
Alpha Plasma Center, 1624 Delmar
Mon.-Sal. 7:30 A.M .. - 2:30 P.M ..
Sun. 9:30 A M.. - 2:30 P.M ..
Call 436-7046

--~ - -

'-c:...,-., ,....,

.......,., !low , .... " . .
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House Painters Wanted!
College craft premium house painters
is now hiring students interested in
something more than just another
su'mmer job. If you would like to make
between $6,000 and $12,000 this
summer while getting great management experience then call us today I
1-800-331 ·4441

Every • '/
Saturday Night
Music by our D.J.
From 10 p.rn. to 1 a.m.

CAN YOU MANAGE
ON AN EXTRA $2,5001

STRIKE 'N SPARE
Undbergh Blvd. 432-5 757
Karaoke Every Saturday
$8 per person

1309 No.

Practical experience for Business!
Marketing Majors: Manage credn card
promotions on campus for a National
Marketing Firm. Hours flexible. Earn
up to $2,500Iterm.
CALL 1-800-950-8472, Ext. 17.

WESTERN BOWL
4041 Bingham Ave. 832-2442

Karaoke
person

$9 per

L ":~ ~1!.A2!2!'.!! ~~.J

L - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

PART TIME
GOT 4 HOURS A DAY FREE?
Work a.round your class schedule and
make an extra $150-$250 per week. If
you are enthusiastic, reliable and
money motivated, this is the perfect
position for you. Call 298-1211 for
more information.

ATTENTlON BUSINESS MAJORS:
Fortune SOO S9/'Vice Company now
accepting applications. Great career
opportuniti$. For an interview, please
send resumeto: P.O. Box 1344 Ballwin,
Me 63022.

FOR RENT
Two houses for sale by owner close to
UMSL. Excellent condnion. Call 4294194 or 725-5385.
Tired of living at home; wnh noisy
roommates; or in an over-priced, loud
apartment? Establish credit by owning modern redecorated 2 bed, 1 bath
mobile home. ~ safe park in Fenton
with big yard and trees, Payoff loans
when sold. It worked for me! Asking
$12,500 or best offer. For more information call 343-0417.
Female roommate wanted to share
two bedroom condominium close to
campus. $200/month plus half utilities. Call 521-9762. Leave message.

AFFORDABLE 1 & 2
BEDROOM

APARTMENTS

OFFIC E

O F

EQU AL OPPORTUNITY

U niversity of Mi8Aouri .. St. Lou)s

Throughout the United States, the month of February has peen
designated as African-American (Black) History Month (A.A.HM) by
the Association for the Studyof Afro-American Life and History, Inc.
(ASALH).
In 1926, Dr. Carter G. Woodson (the father of Black History-in'
America), a Harvard Ph. D., initiated Negro History Week, Dr.
W oodson has founded the ASALH, 11 years, earlier. D uring America's
Bicentennial celebration in 1976, the Association expanded the week's
celeb.nJti9'" to inc.lude th~ entire month to provide more time for
programs, observances and celebration.
AfOcan-American History Month provides a coordinated national opportunity to present the true facts of the contribution of
African Americans to the discovery, pioneering, development and
continuance ofAmerica. Generally, African Americans have been and
are today left out of the written record about America.
UM-St. Louis began officially observing AAHM on Feb. 1,1988.
The Office of Equal Opportunity (OEO) initiated the first observance
and annually, continues to plan an d implement various programs to
celebrate the contributions, concerns, goals and objectives ofAfrican
Americas.
The 1993 theme is "Afro American Scholars: Leaders, Activists
andWriters." As of now, the OEO announced four University-coordinated events.
Feb. 1 • 7:30 p.m.
J.C. Penney Auditorium

'Kick-upChalleng' Bonita Comute, K1V1channel 210 be the M.C.

Feb. 3 ·11:30 a.m. • 2 p.m.
J.C. Penney

Live teleconference 'Beyond the Dreav
V' The writers, the Sloreis, the Legacy

Feb. 3 • March 31 • 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
362 SS8

'Tell My People," Photograph Exhibit by
Van DerZee

Feb. 8·8 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.
T.J. Ubrary, 2nd floor

'African American Pioneers in Joumalsim
& Broadcasting' from the St. Louis African American community. Photographs
by Cedric R. Anderson & Text by Doris
A. Wesley

Feb. 26 • 7:30 p.m.
J.C. Penney Audito rium

Culminating Event· Bemie Hayes, M.C.
music, poetry, dances.

Other events by African-American student organizations will be announced. Foradditional information, call 553-5695 or visit OEO, 414
Woods Hall

"FOR SERiOUS
STUDENTS"
15 MINUTES FROM
CAMPUS IN THE
EXCITING
"U CITY LOOP"
RENTAL BEGINNING
AT $275/M:O
STOVE, REFRIG.,
MINI-BLINDS, HJW
FLOORS, LAUNDRY,
PARKING,
EXCELLENT SECURITY,
RESIDENT MANAGER.
862-7018
.863-8521

I THISADISWORTH$25 I
I OFF OF THE RENT AT I
I PARK GLEN ECHO I
I
TOWNHOUSES
I
I
I
I
1 Bedroom $280
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

All Appliances
w/w Carpet
On Site Management
NC, Gas, Heat
Spiral Staircase
Parking, Laundry

For Sale/Help Wanted/Personals

FREE FOR

CLASSIFICATION

'STUDE NTS

MESSAGE:

I
I
I
I
I
I

2550 Lucas & Hunt
:
385·0728
L _________
-.J
:

FOR OFFlCE US.,
IU!JE;

u ___ ___________ __ ____

FOR SALE
1977 OLDS 98 REGENCY
• $1,200 or best offer.
• Good condition.
• Runs good.
For more information call 355-1062.

1986 MAZDA RX-7
• 70,000 miles
• Good condition
• Asking $4,700
If interested call 576-7681 and leave a
message.
Ten-spee<:l mountain bike and queen
bed. Just 5 months old looks and
works like new. For more information
call 383-8503. Leave message.

MISCELLANEOUS
ATTENTION
FUTURE TEACHERSI
All students who have 60 semester
hours or more and who desire a teaching certificate must complete the
Formal Application to the Teacher
Education Program before enrolling
in professional education courses. This
application is a requirement for all preand pos.t-cUigree students and is
available in room 155 Marillac Hall.

Do you have an interest in the poetry,
prose, and art that is being created by
your fellow UMSL students? If so,
LITMAG is interested in you. We are
looking for readers to assist in the
selection process for our '92-'93 issue. Meetings are every Wednesday
at 10:30 A.M. & 2:00 P.M .. , room 493,
Lucas Hall. For more information contact Don Barnes at 535-4408.
TIME TO CHOOSE A MAJOR?
Let us helpl The UM-St. Louis Counseling Service offers FREE career
counseling. as well as testing for minimal charge. For more information. call
553-5711 or stop in at 427 SSB.
ATTENTION
BUSINESS MAJORS
Fortune 500 Service Company now
accepting applications. Great career
opportunnies. For an interview. please
send resume to: P.O. Box 1344,
Ballwin, MO 63022.
WHA TS A SIGJ?
SIGIPlUS is an interactive computer
program, designed to help you search
for careers that fit YOU. If you need to
choose a major or acareer, SIGIPLUS
is for you! To set up your personal
appointment, call 553-5711, or stop
by 427 SSB.

$35 Av~id

POints

Also DW.1s & Hardship L icense
A ttorney
•
Terry Sheehan

351 5551

rr

We have
discounts to help
you drive down
the. cost of

PREGNANT?

car msurance.

Allstate has car insurance discounts that can heir VOli save money
'Which discounts clo vou Cjuali~
for' Give us a call to find out.

Jim McCorkle
878-1698

Alistate®

You're in good hands.

ATTENTION
UNDERGRA DUATES:
Major national fraternity is reorganizing on UMSL campus. Leadershipposttion available immediately.
No pledging required. For more
information call 725-1254.

U TMA G is now accepting poetry,
prose and art for their '92 - '93
issue. UMSL students. faculty and
staff members are all encourag ed
to contribute. Deadline is Feb. 5,
1993. For details contact Don
Bamesat535-4408,orthe English
deoartment. room 494. Lucas Hall.
THE AMERICAN
MARKETING ASSOCIATION
announces i1s first meeting Thursday January 28 in the J.C. Penney
Building, room 72. Something for
ALL business majors. Freshmen
welcomel! Develop your business
skills. Network with business professionals. For more information
call Richard at 653-0806.
YOUR PARTNERS
IN SUCCESS
ATTENTION
PROCRASTINATORS!
Procrastination support group now
being formed to help students with
this problem. If intereste<:l, call The
Counseling Service at 553-5711 in
room 427 SSBor Dan Frey at 5764852. Tentative meeting times are
Wednesday or Thursday afternoon.
Please indicate preference or
availability.
Attention Business Administration
majors: The Society of Human Reso urce Management needs new
members. 'Anyone interested in
meeting real Human Resource
contacts call Melenie at 842-1312.
Need Accounting He lp?
Accounting tutoring is available for
all accounting subjects. Call 3838503 for more information.

• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING &
ASSISTANCE. All services are free
and confidential.

ft
g

BirthrightSinOl1971

1993 Graduates

• 5 n/flll!< resort lodging
(7 rv-gflts sJ$o available)
• Round rTip air from 51 Loui!l"
rransfef3 • Alf resort taxe~ '" Free PBrt~$
• Free ~C8/{ home"

South
Padre Island

I H$" 9~ro9m

I

• 5 nights resott lodging (7 nighrs also avsilable) '" Roundtrip motorooacn s.v1Jilsbk
• free windsurfing. free sailing· All resort
taxes· Free beach paf1ies' Fre(J "calf nome"

Bahamas
Cruise
• 5 ni9h13 resod lodging
• Round trip 2 day auise from FI. Lauderds.i6
"- Luxury Beacilfron/ LocatiCm
• Free meals on ship· All rescr1 t8.X8$
JoIn OWr I Uiliion Sn.'11«Imon Spring ik""'-i13

It's A Jungle Out T here!

for mOle Infollillctlon Call

Jason 966-4327

.

f

On-Campus Recruiting
begins
January, 1993
and continues through
May, 1993

I

I
I

Offer expires 1/29193. Plea<!e mention coupon before cashier IotU your purchase. One coupon pet
pet visit Not valid in combination with any other offer. 1120 cash redemption value.

---------------------

~

• FREE TEST, With immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.

Brentwood••• 962-5300 St. Charles••••• , •• 724-1200
Ballwin. , ••• 227·2266 South City••• , •••• 962·3653
Bridgeton ••• 227·8775 Midtown......... 946-4900

.-IJI,,!all' Insur311l'1::' t:llmp;my. Nonhbrook. IIlinoh
SubjtCI (1) quail fkati()n~ and local ;Jv;Jllablllry.

o"u

D ro p o U boar s IHe-lo c;ned an It,.! J rd !loO f 01 Luca s HII II or ill TnfO Cl!r rt' f'li OHlt l!' ht lh~ Bill e Me. ta l O ffiC I! Bulld Tn g

from

Stop by the UMSL
Underground &
purchase a Personal
Pan Pizza and receive a
FREE 16 oz. fountain
soft drink.

L

1---------,

r.--------------------~
The Current Classified Order Form

TRAFFIC ICKET

r---------------------,

per.!00

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
Available $275
Only 1-112 miles from 1-170 and 3/4
miles from hwy 40. Carpeted with walkin closet, ceiling fan and eat-in kitchen.
Free off-street parking. Call 644-0732
for more information.

I
I
I
I

.J

Explore your future!
Thb b your opportunity to interview with

companies here on-campus.

Career Placement Seroices
In touch with ]lOur.future
308 "bods Hall

553-:1111

Credit Repair
Repossessions
Bad Credit
F~reclosure

Need A Credit
Card?

Call
Univer sal
Group
569-II69

TAl
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The hunt is on again for a new Attorney General
nominee as Zoe Baird, who President Bill Clinton
nominated for the post, withdrew her bid last week.
This comes after 40 year-old Baird admitted before
the Senate Judiciary Committee that in 1990, she and her
husband hired illegal aliens from Peru to care for their
then infant son. Baird has also recieved criticism from
many people who can't understand how an attorney
making more than $500,000 a year; not including her
husbands salary at Yale as a law professor, could not
afford to pay hired help legally. She never said this was
an issue of money though this has cost her. Baird has
paid over $12,000 in interest, and penalities, plus a fine
of almost $3,000 to the immigration service.
She apologized and told the committe she was acting
as 'a mother instead of a lawyer when seeking care for
her son. She also said that she could still make a great
attorney general. Maybe she would have but Clinton had
no other choice than to accept her withdrawal quickly.
Clinton had to take a lot of heat during the campaign
about character and integrity. He also promised an
ethical administration would be a high priority. Clinton
also admits he should have taken more time when
selecting a nominee. The couple was with Baird's family
for over a year and the proper procedures were not ever
completed. Baird also did not pay Social Security taxes
on them until after she was selected by Clinton. Two
attorney's should know better than anyone that breaking
federal laws carry severe penalties.
A big part of Clinton's campaign was focused on
working class America. He couldn't afford to start his
administration with the appearance of dishonesty, and
the wealthy having the advantage to break the law for
convenience. Clinton didn't rally for her too much and
neither did anyone else. She did the right thing by
withdrawing. Many were anxious to have a woman
confinued to take the position of the country's top law
enforcement official but that doesn't mean she was the
best choice.

\-\e. y ) dO yov
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by Ru;,;:n:1I
managing editor
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Dear Editor:

I~~i.: Ktffii~d~ 1111111111:11"111111rial "Spike
is quite Lee
obvious
editoDidthat
ThetheWrong
mentality that has caused a communi1111111~llllllllllltl~11 Thing,"
is representative of the racist
cation gap between black students on
It

Ib!!;.j;;. 1 :. : :; :~~li8J~E~CJ~I~:3i~B~1:~!:~~~~~~~fJj

campus and The Current staff. Spike
Lee represented a very informative,
non-aggresive spirit which should

;\i}:,f/)/ /I have been appreciated instead of

~?~DH~I!NIQjti~j~rai~::l

X c.ovld
-fh ~ ke.Y5

~e.... CAr .?

"Hot Spots " Could Cu rtail U.S. Economic Recovery

Two years ago, the United States
and a coalition of forces provided by
the United Nations swiftly and deci·
sively liberated the small, oil-rich
country of Kuwait from the occupying Iraqi forces.
For the first time since WorId
War II, U.S. troops returned home
from a war to flag-waving parades
and the general approval of the public.
The public approval rating of exPresident George Bush (boy that
sounds good) never reached a level

I::
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Cutting Comers Cost Chance For
First Female Attorney General

1

~;

dogged out
The problems that arose during
his engagement on the UMSL campus sprung from a deep seated lack of
communication within the UMSL
community. Therefore, Spike Lee
should not be left carrying the weight
Instead, attention should be directed

higher than that immediately following Operation Desen Shield/Storm.
Norman Schwarzkopf and Colin
Powell, the supreme allied commander and chairman of the joint
chiefs of staff during the Persian Gulf
War, are both Vietnam vets, and they
were determ ined not to make the same
mistakes that continue to haunt a
generation 21 years after the last
ground troops left Vietnam.
The coalition thought they had
put Hussein and his man-child army
safely in the history books. Finally,
the U.S. military had chewed up and
swallowed the failed legacy of Vietnam.
Not so fast!
Bush's departure from his pos t in
the Oval Office last week was more of
a getaway than a peaceful transition
of power. Awaiting President Bill
Clinton in his critical first 100 days in
office are three military "hot spots,"
each warranting a different degree of
attention.

The situation in Iraq is similiarat least to me - to a common field of
study. If a Apiculturist wanted to
eliminate a hive of bees, would killing as many workers bees as possible
rl',solve the matter? Of course not
Your average third grader can tell
you that eliminating the queen bee is
the only solution.
Hussein's scentofpower-throughmurder is what compels his followers
not to overthrow him. Maybe we could
caprure him and put him in the same
jail cell as Manuel Noriega, Panama's
deposed leader.
Hussein is like Jason, the fictional
slasher from the "Friday the 13th"
series. He'll keep coming back because it's not his neck on the line. He
is responsible for the genocide of a
generation of his own people.
Clinton has vowed to continue
Bush's foreign policy ofU.S. military
intervention in areas where there is
needless suffering and where
America's interests are at risk.

In Somolia, which isn't vital to
U.S. security, U.S. Marines hit the
beach last month to the unwelcome
glare of reporters' cameras.
Why would the Pentagon compromise the safety of its landing forces
by allegedly leaking their whereabouts
to the press? Because they knew there
would be no resistance by indigenous
"technical s...
Like their storied landings in past
wars, the Marines arrived with live
bullets, but this time the ammunition
was meant to protect the starving.
While Americans were holiday
feasting, the Marines spent the third
Christmas in four years on foreign soil.
Many are coming home, but as soon as
their gone, the peace will be also.
The last "hot spot" is Yugoslavia,
the only spot not occupied by U.S.
forces. The bloody civil war between
Serbian and Croatian forces cannot be
solved by U.S. military intervention.
America's message to Clinton: Don't
send troops!

toward creating a better working relationship between campus groups and
representatives of the administration
and faculty to ensure positive experiences on campus in the furure. There
are many campus promotions that are
not televised or filmed, that all students
are not able to attend, and that are paid
for out of student activity fees. Yet no
one criticizes these events.
Yes, Spike Lee is a graduate of
New York University Film School,
but he was born in Atlanta and lived
there before moving to Brooklyn as a
youth with his family. Lee also
graduated from Morehouse in Atlanta,
and I am sure he could tell you many
racial injustices he may haveencountered in the south from first hand

experiences.
It may not have occurred to you,
but being a black journalist does not
necessarily make you representative
nor sensitive to the needs of the black
community. Patricia Washington, of
the St. Louis Americian, a black
newspaper distributed throughout the
city, wrote, "Subsequent news coverage on both KTVI and KMOV was
predictably negative - grossly ex·
aggerated reports of "near rioting"
became the focus of the media reports,
instead of the positive essence o fLee 's
talk. Since camera crews had videotaped for five minutes before Lee
asked them to leave, there was plenty
of good material that could have been
aired, but this took a back seat to the

more sensational reports of a disturbance."
The crowd control had a difficult
part to play and, although they appeared rough, they are owed a bit of
gratitude for keeping things under
control.
Last but not least, I would like to
say The Current is guilty of sensationalism and says the wrong thing!
As a matter of fact, it can be said the
editorial is too hot to trot.
Corrections in the article Dec. 7
are that the movie "Malcolm X"
grossed $29 million as of Nov. 30 and
that Eugene Redmond read poems by
his students, not Malcolm X.

Mr. Opinion Strikes Again
Dear Editor:
A while back I wrote that if Bush
wasn't such a wimp and Swartzkopf
wasn't such a yes-man, America
would have had the stars and stri~
flying in Baghdad a couple of years
ago.
Now we are paying the price.
Sodam Insane [sic] is still free to do as
be pleases. Insane doesn't realize the
U.S. has a new president now. Yes, a
man who just might personally lead
the American troops into battle. A
brave man with much courage and

high morales [sic]. A man who doesn't
believe in immoral sexual activity,
illegal drugs, and telling lies. And
don't forget his Vice-man Gore. Gore
makes Quail [sic] look like a genius,
however, since it just took 20 Secret
Service men to fmd him after he got
lost while walking in the woods. The
United States communist media didn' t
tell us this, did they?
So let's all rally around our new
Supreme Commander and remember
the new American motto - Inhale to
theChlef.

Mr. Opinion

Gerry Malone
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DENT from page 1

GRANT from page 1
achievement requirements, leadership
skills, be active in extra curricular
activities and receive outstanding
recommendations from teachers,
counselors and administrators," a
section of Components of the Engelmann Institute says.
The Engelmann Institute has five
phases, allowing the student to participate through the senior year of
college. The first phase, which will
receive all of the McDonnell grant, is
a four-week session beginning in the

middle ofJune. During that time, while
working with UM-St Louis faculty,
the students use classrooms, laboratories and other facilities on the UMSt. Louis campus.
'The students are impressed with
UM-St Louis faculty in their first
'college' experience and feel comfortable," said Iverson.
The UM-St. Louis University Relations Department worked with the
Engelmann Institute to obtain the
grant Lee Mayhall, the interim direc-
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tor of major gifts in Alumni and Constituent Relations, worked with the
McDonnell foundation.
"We assisted the Engelmann institute in documenting the need for
the grant and in the coordination of
the solicitation steps involved in the
process," she said. "First, University
Relations and the Engelmann Institute spoke to the James S. McDonnell
Foundation, expressing the need for
more private dollars. TIley were then
told to submit a written proposal that
specifically documented the need for
the grant Specifically, the money will
be used to finance field trips, lunches.
equipment and paper goods."

86 famous people that he paints in his
performances for college students.
He said that he started painting in
1981, after he found out that John
Lennon had been shot. Lennon was
his first portrait then, and his second
on Wednesday.
After Dent had fmished Lennon,
he told the audience that, "for every
dreamer you take ... there will be two
more to take his place."
'There are two bets in the universe as I see it," Dent said, "creativity or destruction." He suggested to
the audience that "we grow each other
up before we blow each other up."
"People Are Strange" by The

8953 Natural Bridge
St. Louis, MO 63121
428-7676

"WHAT A
PHARMACY
WAS MEANT
TO BE."

... ..-.......... .... :: ... :..:

-----------

Doors was the first song played as
Dent painted Jim Morrison. "Touch
Me" and ''Love Her Madly" were the
other two songs played during his
recreation of Morrison.
The tear of white paint on
Morrison's face was still running after Dent started painting Hendrix.
The audience heard Hendrix's
"Foxy Lady" from two speakers that
had been covered in plastic to protect
them from the paint Dent flung from
his fingers and brushes between colors. He finished the Hendrix portrait
to "Purple Haze."
The University Program Board
(UPB) was allowed to choose one of
the portraits to keep for the school as
part of the contract with Dent.
UPB chose the portrait of Hendrix
because Dent has agreed not to give
away the King portraits. He is going
to paint King for the 25-year memo- .
rial this year. Steve Scruggs, the SGA
advisor, bought the Morrison portrait
andSGA VicePresidentDaveRoither
bought the Lennon.

ONE MONTHS FREE RENT
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Single Burger
Big Fries &
'20 oz. Drink

. AWARD from page 1

Limit One
Tax eX1ra. One coupon per guest
per visit. Not valid wl1h any other
discount ofter. Good at Wendy'. on

.J.-

South Fioriuant Road, aero.. from
Quick Trip. Offer explrea 12-19·92.

the Air Force
immediately after graduation- without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA Serve your country
while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

Granger has taught more
than 17,000 students in biology, and they like him as well.
"The class was hard, but he
made it fun," said Andre Young,
a seriior at UM-St Louis. "The
lectures were never boring."
Cheryl Bargen, another senior, said, "I never really liked
biology before taking his class.
But after, I had a better understanding and appreciation because of the way he explained
it He put it in a simpler form
and related it to current examples."
Granger said be has no plans
for leaving UM-St. Louis and
that he enjoys the St Louis
metropolitan area.

BREAK from page 1

another senator, said.
The senate voted for students to
return to school on Jan. 9 in 1994.
In other action, the senate tabled a
vote on new general education requirements for UM-St. Louis. The
new requirements could start as early .
as 1994.
As proposed, they are:
• Nine hours in writing/critical analysis and a class in oral argumentation/speech.
• One course in mathem~cs/sym
bolic/logical reasoning. Students
would need college algebra as a prerequisite.
• Two semesters in foreign language
and a course in the culture of that
foreign language.
• One class in computer and information technology.
• Nine hours in physical and biological sciences. At least one course
must include a laboratory.
• Senior seminar course in the
student's major.
The total cost for implementing
these new requirements was estimated
at $535,000.

ATTENTION:
STUDENTS, FACULTY &: STAFF
BUY, RENT OR LEASE •••
COMPUTERS CRAFfED TO YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS
IBM COMPATIBLE - 286,386, OR 486
Using industry standard components, we will build your compnter
to your specifications, no matter how small or large a unit you need. This
concept offers high performance as well as cost-effective solutions. Service is perhaps the best advantage of a custom computer since the industry standard parts are easier and less expensive to maintain than proprietary ones. Once you have decided to purchase a Custom Computer,
choices become abundant. Mian Data Systems has the experience to put
it all together for you.
Systems today must provide a high performance, cost effective solution. We have evaluated systems and components an have chosen the
best. Our high standards and constant commitment to quality and consistency assure you of a final product exceeding industry standards for
reliability and compatibility.
We can also offer software geared to your field of endeavor, in addition to basic applications. Service and! or support is just a phone call
.away.
In today's highly volatile computer mar ket, it takes complete knowledge of the latest industry trends to be able to customize a high performance computer. Mian Data Systems has the keen eye it takes to provide
you with the latest state of the art technology at the LOWEST PRICES
without sacrificing quality or reliability.

CALL US FOR A PROPOSAL

Mian Data Systems, Inc.
2350 Centerline Industrial Dr.
St. Louis, Missouri 63146
Office (314) 432-5900
Fax (314) 432-7742

"THE CUSTOMERS WISH IS OUR COMMAND"

The Asthma Center at Barnes
West County Hospital is
seeking individuals with
moderate asthma, ages 18-65,
to aid in asthma research.
Individuals will receive
physical exams, free
medication and compensation
for their time.
If you are interested please
contact 851-8508.
(If you are a woman of childbearing
potential you must be surgically sterilized
or have a reliable method of birth control.)
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Birth Of Baby Elep hant Elicits "Royal"
Welcome From St.Louis Conununity
by Dana Cook
features editor
Likemostchildren,henmsarowxt,
plays and captures everyone's attention with his cute antics and seemingly
constant smiling face. He eats, has fun,
takes baths and takes a nap for a few

hours.
But this youngster is different from
most He'sRaja, a baby Asian elephant
who is just shy of turning one-month
old. Raja is the newest resident of the
St. Louis Zoo, and is the first elephant
to be born at the zoo.
Eve: since his birth,Dec. 27,1992,
he has taken St Louis by the tail '" er,
trunk. Since Raja's birth, there has ·
been an outpOUring of ideas sent to the
ZOO concerning what to name him.
Channel 4 even held a ''name the baby
elephant" contest. This caused a stir
when Channel 2 wasn't allowed to
release the elephants name first.
Of the hundreds of names suggested, Raja was chosen. Threepeople
came up with the name Raja, which is
the Indian word for "king." .
So far, the little fellow has gotten
quite a bit of attention. More than 4200
people signed up f<:r the pay-per-view
showing last Friday, which was held
exclusively fer zoo friends and donocs.
This gave members a chance to see him
before he was displayed to the public
on Saturday. Admission was charged
to raise money f<:r a separate bam to
house Raja when he gets older.
OWe're hoping they will really take
to him and like him," said Herb Throm,
wbohas been responsible for caring for
elephants at the St Louis Zoo for 25
years. "And eventually we will get
enough money to keep him."

Photo: Jeff Parker

8abyRaja
Throm saidifRajareaches seven to have specially built tractor trailers that's
nine years of age and the zoo doesn't metal lined, with bars. You have to
have enough money to build him a ' have chaining positions in there, so
home, he will have to be sent to a
they (the elephants) don't wreck
zoo that has the facilities to
..-..-..
the truck with their
keep him. The bam
Throm spoke of isn't
an average, ordinary
bam.

''We're talking about walls a
foot to 18 inches
thick, with hydraulic doors, which is
expensive," Throm said
According to Throm, the zoo has
had elephants since the mid-1930's.
Throm attributes problems in breeding
to the limited access to males and &ftting contacts with people who have
elephants.
"You don't just put an elephant
into a little trailer and haul him across
the eotmtry," he said. "You have to

movement and rocking."
Raja's father is Onyx, who lives in
the Dickerson Park Zoo in Springfield,
Mo. Pearl, Raja's mother, was driven
~srecificallyfor breedingpurJX>seS.
With all of the ooh's andah's from
bystanders, it's hard to understand why
Pearl didn't care for him at first
"She didn't accept it, right off, because she hadn't been around any elephants grov.-mg up, er ~~ born.

None of our elephants had been. So,no
one had this learned experience to help
her or really know what to do."
After getting some help from the
keepers, Pearl has become a great
mother. Like most mothers, she keeps
a pnotective eye on herbaby and checks
out visitors who get close to Raja with
her trunk.
Raja, on the other hand, is quite a
handful. He doesn't stay still for very
long. He greets visitors with his trunk
and he doesn't seem to be wary of
strangers. To him, everything in this
world is new and wammts a thorough
. investigation.
His day starts out with his favorite
activity - taking a bath. The trainers
put a tub, which is about 3-feet around
and 10 inches deep, in his stall, and
playtime begins.
"We pretty much just lay the hose
down and get out of the way, because
he's going to nm around and run into
momma and squeak and yell and zip
around like you wouldn't believe,"
Throm said
After Raja's
recess is over
(about 4:00 o.m.).
he lays down and
takes a nap for an
hour to an hour
and a half. Between bath and nap times,
Raja must find time for his meals. He
gains about three to four pounds everyday and currently weighs 323 pounds.
He gets his nutrition from his mother,
and will continue doing so for the next
several years.
With the help of the entire community, St Louis will be able to keep its
royalty and watch him grow for years
to come.

Rothenberg's Greeting Cards Touch
On Social And Political Problems
by Amy Weicht
Current features reporter
"You know what I've been wondering since I mped you?" " Are you
always such a lousy lover?"
Shocking? It's supposed to be.
Those are some of the messages inside
Erika Rothenberg's greeting cards.
Rothenberg, an artist commissioned by the Musewn of Modem Art
inNew YOIk,openedherexhibit(which
she calls her "installation") entitled
"House ofCards,"
on Jan. 19 at the
University Gallery. The ''installation" is acollection of socially-

I

satirical greeting
cards Rothenberg
created to make

people thinkabout

•

•

social and political problems. The
cards deal with issues such as racism, abortion,
famine and sexual abuse.
"They're designed to make you
think, not to tell you what to think,"
Rothenberg said. "There's no message
in this work, even though it's political.
It's supposed to be provocative and
challenging."
Proving to be just that, the exhibit
bas been considered by some critics to
be a blunt statement on society without any condoning er judgmental
tooes.
"r wooldn'twanttocontrol people's
reactions," Rothenberg said "Ijustwant
to set something up for them to react
to."
Rothenberg, 42, is not new to s0cial and political activism. While attending the University of Chicago, she
was suspended for demonstrating
against the Vietnam war. She was later
expelled afterrefusing to apologize for
her actions.
Much ofherprevious workf'ocuses
on encouraging people to speak up for
their beliefs.
"There is not enough decent in
America," she said This:was the idea

behind one of her earlier installations,
"Celebrity Simulator," part of her
''Morally Superior Products" series.
The Celebrity Simulator is designed to
help the average person feel he or she is
being heard. Rothenberg says she feels
this is important if we're going to get
people involved.
Rothenberg says "House ofCards"
will be especially interesting to college
students.
"College students are thinking
people, that's their job," Rothenberg
said "That's what the exhibit is all
about"
The issues
presented are issues people face
everyday and, according
to
Rothenberg, she
just represents
them in an outrageous fashion so
the audience will
see the subject 00
a higher level
Rothenberg
says she has been
approached by various mass-marlceting companies who are interested in
her cards, which are now hand painted
00 squares of paper. She said she thinks
it would be a riot to be able to pop into
a Hallmark store and buy a card that
read "Surprise! Our nation has just
declared war on your nation!"
Rothenberg's cards are on display
in Lucas Hall's Gallery 210.

These are two typical greeting
cards from Erika Rothenberg's
collection. Rothenberg will be exhibiting her work through Feb. 13.

Something has gone wrong. While
our backs were turned, men have effectively been degraded, demoralized,
and decapitated by the women's

to four pounds a day.

Material. Isn't. The
-.. Issue
. .
For Chicago-Based Band

..... .

by Brad Touche
entertainment writer
If you're any kind of alternative-pop music fan, you know
who Material Issue is. This Chicago-based trio has been welcomed with almost-opcn arms
on MTV's "120 Minutes" pr0gram. But their recognition has
been deserved Their first fulllength album, Internationai Pop
Overthrow, spawned two hits,
''ValerieLoves Me" and "Diane."
Their debut album has sold over
2OO,CXXl copies and is still going.
The band was started in 1986
by lead guitarist/vocalist Jim
Ellison and bassist Ted Ansani.
The two were school mates at
Chicago's Columbia College.
Drummer Mike Zelenko was the
final addition to the band. They
found him through an ad in the
newspaper. 1be band had cut an
independent EP by 1988. That
was followed by another 7-inch
independent release and numerous appearances on compilation
LPs.
"1 learned how to record by
simply making our records and
getting some help from friends in

other local bands," Ellison said
in a recent interview. Their latest
album, Destination Universe,
had Ellison very excited. "TItis
album is a little more complicated and mature," he said.

'We're just three guys from the
suburbs who started playing pop.
When we started, we were truly
outsiders because everybody else

Birds-eye View

by Brad ToucM
entertainment writer

Photo: Jeff Parker

CHOW T1ME: Raja weighed 275 pounds at birth, and is gaining three

movement Chauvinistic? Who, me? If
you watch TV, you'll see that malebashing is in.
Let's look at the facts. To stan, my
mother gave me-as abirthdaypresent
no less - a $.98 pamphlet she found in
the grocery store entitled "Why Women
Are The Superior Sex." 1 figured this
would be good for a few laughs. I was
right
The book gave a whole bunch of
lists of features women possess that are

superior to those ofmen. Really? Wow!
Waitaminute . .. who the hell financed
this research? Probably the wizards
here at UM -St Louis.
One of these lists showed that men
suffer from mental illness nearly three
times more often than women. They
went on to list almost every type of
mental illness known to man (oh, I'm
sorry, - to humankind).Let's stop and
think fora secood,here. What is mental
illness? A chemical imbalance in the
body,right? And wouldn't rapid mood
swings, irritability, throwing large objects, and chronic depression all be
signs of mental illness? The authors
neglected to put PMS in their list - a
disease no mall has ever been diag-

nosed as having, but that is a regular
behavioral pattern for women. Wait!
Wait! Before you write me hate mail,
be sure you can convince me that PMS
is not a direct result of chemical (that's
what honnones are) imbalance.
The authors went on to list the lifeexpectancy factor as another reason for
female superiority. They said women
live an average of seven years longer
than men. Well, if the fact that women
have ooe week a month to relieve stress
(a.k.a. PMS) isn't reason enough,
maybe us men die intentionally just to
have those seven years away from you
before you join us in heaven to nag us
foralletemity.Hell,Ifigureafteryou've
lived with a woman for 50 years, death

was either very alternative oc very
punk rock."
Before the record deal with
Mercury Records, the label put
Material Issue on the road opening
for the Soup Dragons. "That was
really cool," commented Ellisoo. "It
was one of the first times we had
played in L.A., and we got a really
good response. Plus, we got lucky
- once we got signed - to get
aiIplayon MfV because those guys
get swarmed with so many videos
and they only have so much air time.
MfV helped us a lot.
"Besides, we were really lucky
because we never had to go through
the 'pay-to-play' thing. I think the
hard rock bands tend to get caught
up in that. "
"But 1 remember when we first
started gigging around Chicago," he
added. ''We took: all the money we
got from playing out and did a little

See BAND, page 6
looks like a neat vacation spot
Then the authors said that women
are physically superior to men because
men are top-heavy and women have a
lower renter of gravity (yeah, their big
01' butts). I'm sorry, but this one is
quite a stretch. Studies have shown
that men are quicker, more agile,
stronger, and have more endurance than
women (lilce this is news or something).
Don'targuewithmeonthisonebecause
if it weren't true, our collegiate sports
teams wouldn't be separated by sex.
But the fIrst chapter really got me
going. This described how, early in

See COLUMN, page 6
"
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genetic development, there are only X
chromosomes, and somewhere along
• the line, one of the legs falls off an X
chromosome and becomes a Y. Hence,
they say, the Y chromosome is rea1ly a
"crippled" X chromosome and, therefore, men are actually nothing more
than "imperfect" women.

Ferguson
BodyWorks

HAlHA!
What if we were to have a men's
center? Could we stand around and get
University funding fer doing things that
benefuonly men? NO.
What if women were made to cut
their hair short to get a job? Could the
male employers in society get away
with it? NO.
What if men'got cranky once a
mOllth for no reasoo other than because
we had too many sperm cells built up?
Could we get away with screaming at

our bosses, and still have a job? NO.
Me a sexist? NO. I believe very
strongly in anything thatprovidesequal
rights to everyone. I don't think anyone

should expect special treatment and
then demand respect It jus' don' work
dat way.
Though most of this column is for
laughs, my point is serious. Sexism is
alive and weil, and it's women who are
benefiting. No respectable man would
ever complain that sexism was the reason be lostapromotion lOa woman, but

the reverse is certainly true. I was
watching Faith Daniels over Christrnas
break, and they had a panel of women
on stage saying men are inferior to
women as care-givers for their children. The basis for their thesis was that
women are more nurturing than men.
TIlls may be true for some men, but to
stereotype and pigeonhole us all this
way is ludicrous.
In last week's Riverjront Times, a
story was run on ''Deadbeat Dads."
While I agree that some of these lowlife, pre-protozoan, residue-oozing
scum should be tied to the end of the
Budweiser Indy car, there are some
circwnstances that are simply ignored.

Things like vengeful mothers who deny
fathers visitation rights, women who
leave their men for othec men and still
want child support, and courts that do

tour around the Midwest We
played at Cicero's a bunch of
times and we always got a good

not discriminate by circumstance while

crowd response."

taking over half of a man's weekly
paych~k for child support and making

him pay legal fees to keep what little he
can (a woman's child support cases are
handled for free by County prosecutors).
These backwards images being
drilled into everyone's heads are upsetting. I don't want a patriarchy - or a
matriarchy for that matter. Just a little
fairness. Women don't tolerate being
I
taken advantage of, so why should we?

725·3150

447-6477

831·6723

227·5111

compilation LP, had reached
the number five spot on the
most-requested. list That' s when
the LP's producer took over as
their manager. He brought in
some record company executives, and the ~ is history.
With addictive hooks and
catchy melodies, the labels had .
no choice but to sign them. But
where do they get their inspiratiOll?
"I think as a songwriter you
can't be too influenced by one
band," said Ellison. ''I've just
always been influenced by really good songs. And they're
notnecessari1y rock songs, you

950 Francls PL

2352 HWY 94

3347 N. HWY 67

SlO Baxter Rd

know? I mean, good songs are

(St. !Amis)

(St. Charles)

(Florissant)

(Ballwin)

AM I PREGNANT ?
FIND OUT FOR SURE.
1014 S. Florissant Rd.

(

• Quality Collision Repair
• Written Guarantees
on Workmanship
• Lifetime Warranty on
Replacement Parts
(on qualified models)
· Latest Technology in
Color and Refinishing

YCRISIS
I J PREGNANCY
~ CENTER

..

• FREE Pregnancy Testing
• Immediate results
• Completely confidential
• Call or walk in

24· Hour Phone Service

521-5698

I ll111) 11ll. I. ,
Challenge yourself to the hottest,
toughest, fastest game around
at BUNKER HILL ...
5t. Louis' finest paintball park.
-For complete information, supplies~
and reservations contact your campus
representative or call The St. Louis
Paintba" Company at 423-1335.
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CAlIPU!;"....
REPRESENTATIVE CHUCK SANDERSON,
(314) 946-7933 AnER 1 p.m.
.(10 relation to Kao of

When they returned to Chicago, they found that one of
their singles, which had been
put on a local radio station's

Su.,

HIGH SCHOOL JUNIORS

s
1

everywhere. But if I had to pick
a band whose sound I really
like, I'd have to say bands like
Sweet, Left Bank, The
Ramones, and, of course, the

Part-time
moneymoney for
college.

Beatles."

If you're a high school junior, and 17, theAImy Reserve
can help you earn good part-time money, as well as extra money
for college.
How? 1ne AIn1Y Rese rve's Altemate Training Program.
Here's how it works. You take Basic Training between your
junior and senior year. After your senior year you train in a specific
skillatanAnnyschool.
'
Tben you'll usually se rve one weekend a month near home,
plus two weeks a year.
TIus all adds up to good part-time money-more than $15000
during a standard enlistment If you qualify, there's also the Montgomery GI Bill which could provide you with up to $5,040 for college
or approved vocational/technical training. That totals more than
$20,000 for your education. Give it some thought-then give us a call.

(314) 382-9114
BEALL YOU CAN BE~

ARMYRESERVE

The latest single off the new
album is called "What Girls
Want" Ellison said the song is
breaking in 10 pop radio, and not
just the modem fo~ ""It's
kind of nice 10 get played on
some of the AOR radio stations.
It's also difficult to ~t played
in SL Louis because there isn't
a powerful modem rock statiOll.
But since the modem rock format is catching on across the
country,I'msureitwon'tbetoo
long before some smart guy
moves in and starts one."
If you haven't checked out
Material Issue's latest album,
do it Its hook-laden melodies
and powerful pop push this
second effort well above the
first one. If you like what you
hear, Material Issue will be
playing at Mississippi Nights
on Saturday, Jan. 30 at 9:00
p.m. The L.A.-based trio dada
will open.
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RivelWomen Beaten by Missouri Southern
in Second Consecutive Home Loss
Meckfessel
Ponders Issue of
Gender Equity
by Jack C. Wang
sports editor

Bmnett, head coach of the women's
basketball team at SouthweSt Missouri State University, asked for a
raise after she led the Bears to a 313 record and a spot in the women's
Final Four. She felt that she should
be paid equal to what the men's
basketball coach at SMSU was being paid - $70,000. Burnett got a
raise from $37,000 to $52,<XX>, nowhere close to the male coach's sal-

Rich Medfessel is a busy man
these days.
Not only is he the head coach of the
Rivennen men's basketball team, he is
also the athletic director for UM-SL
Louis. In this capacity, he is in charge
of responsibilities such as scholarships
and athletic budgets.
As athletic director, Meckfessel ary.
must be aware of National Collegiate
Sme, these two female basketAthletic Association (NCAA) rules and ball coaches are employed at Diviregulations involving the Division II sion I schools, but the fact that they
are at a Division I school shouldn't
athletic program.
At the ·recent NCAA convention matter. Coaches, regardless of their
held in Dallas, the committee met to gender and what division the school
discuss topics such as "gender equity" is should be rewarded for t!teir hard
and to vote on eligibility requirements work.
involving Proposition 48, the requireAnother topic discussed at the
NCAA
convention was gender eqmentenacted by the NCAA that makes
a student-athlete sit out one year ifhe or uity. Meekfessel feels that gender
she does not meet the minimum ACT equity is a tough topic to discuss.
scoreof18. The NCAA did change the "There is no clear definition of' genACT score from a 18 to a 17, which derequity',"Meckfesselsaid "A lot
correlates to a 700 on the SAT.
of people are afraid of it because
Unlike past NCAA conventions, more money is needed to be found in
this convention didn't feature any con- women's sports. I can't say that we
troversy. "Right now, the NCAA is in do or don't do well in tmns of gena holding pattern," Meckfessel said der equity, but our female coaches
"There was nothing significant or in- and administrators are at the top of
novative that happened."
the MIAA (Mid-America Intercol"The NCAA at present resisted legiate Athletic Association)."
any attempt to modify any actions,"
Obviously, Meekfessel knows
about the revitalized 20-year-old
Meckf~l said.He feels that the Prop.
48 requirement is a bad one. "There federal Jaw known as Title IX, which
was an action to change Prop. 48, but it prohibits sex discrimination at
was defeated. This is unfCl1Unate, be- schools that receive federal funds.
'We need to do something with
cause it is like a punishment The meaSlll,X Qoesn', bd p i'@I!& athle tes who . the scholarships," MeckfesseLsai
lose a year of eligIDility. 1bey should "We need more money in women's
. be given one year to study and four scholarships." UM-St Louis has
years to play. That way the student- done this, but at the cost of the men's
athlete is given a full five-year scholar- basketball program. Meckfessel says
ship," he said. With this change, stu- the men's team will lose two scholdent-athletes who scored a 17 on the arships over the next two years, and
ACfbefore the change was made will that the scholarships lost will go to
the women' s basketball team. 'This
regain a year of etigIDility.
The point that coach Meekfessel helps make our women' s scholarmates here is an imponantone and one ships more equal," he said
"Our obligation is to provide
that I agree with totally. The studentathlete should be given a chance to equal support for women athletes,
settle into the normal college experi- and I feel that we do a pretty good job
ence once they reach whatever school here," Meekfessel said.
it is that they are attending. Sure, I can
On the subject ofsalaries, though,
understand the thoughts of incoming Meckfessel disagrees with what
freshman athletes who arrive on cam- Virginia and Southwest Missouri
pus,and expect to play right away. But have done. "Salaries of men's basif the coach doesn't feel they are ready ketball coaches are more than feto play right away, and decides to males' because the men's coaches'
redshirt them, or if they don't meet jobs are more high-profile and more
Prop. 48 requirements their filst year in high-pressllfM, n Meekfessel said
school, the athletes shouldn't be mad. "The sport is also more high-proEventhoogh they can't play their first filed and more visible."
Meekfesselfeels that experience
year, they should be happy for the
opportunity to concentrate on their should also be included in the salaschool wort. and get some college ries of coaches.
I agree and disagree with coach
credits WKIer their belt Athletes must
Medcfesselon
this poinL I underw..alize it is impcrtant to obtain their
stand
that
degrees , especoaches
who
cially in a smaL1cz
have a lot of
Division II ~
"'Our
obligation
i..~
to
experience
such as UM-St
Loois, where the provide equal support should earn
more than
prospects of play- tor women athletes
coaches
who
ing professionally
and
J
feel
that
we
do
have
less
exare slim.
perieoce.
But
The NCAA g ood job bere."
if the men's
did approve a
-Rich
Meckfessei
and women's
measure to allow
teams of a
Rivennen
coach
student-athletes in
sport
are both
NCAADivisiOllll
generating
a
to wort.. even if
lot of money for the program, or if
they have a full scholarship.
1bere has always been an argu- the teams are both winning a lot of
ment that student-athletes should be games and the coaches are doing
allowed to either worlc or receive some good jobs, then the coaches deserve
type of assistance to offset the ex- to be recognized for their efforts by
penses any student may have - like receiving a raise. It shouldn't matter
spending some money on clothes, food which gender is involved. Doing a
or ()(her personal items. "Needy ath- good job should be rewarded,
letes that are eligible can receive a Pen through raises or an extension of the
Grant and receive $900 in Division II," coaches' contract
Maybe gender equity is hard to
Mecldessel said. "If they (student-athdefine.
I think it is, because some
letes) are not needy, they can obtain
people
think
of it in tenns of salary
assistance from their parents."
On the topic of gender equity, the while others think of it from a busiNCAA is moving toward malcing sure ness standpoint, considering only
women's athletic programs, and their how much money the coach is raiscoaches' pay, are more equal to those ing for the program. I think that
of the men. There have already been people - whether they are coaches,
such changes in women's basketball. professors, salespeople, or whatever
Virginia head coach Debbie Ryan re- - should be rewarded for their efcently had her salary raised to $106,000 forts if they are doing a good job.
a year - a raise of 25 percent Cheryl That's the bottom line.

a

by Cory Schroeder
associate sports eclnor

Missouri Southern came into SL
Louis ranked seventh in the nation
among Division II schools. The UMSt Louis women's basketball squad
found out why when they were beaten
82-56 in front of their hometown fans
at the Mark Twain Building (Jan.23).
The Riverwomen actually led the
Lady Lions 25~24 with 8: 19 to play in
the first half. But that would be the last
time the scoreboard would read in
UMSL's favor, as MIssouri Southern
went on a 8-0 run to bury the
Riverwomen for good.
The Lady Lions controlled the
Riverwomen's three lOp sccm:s - senior
focward Liz Sqwbb with four Jrints,
lqixJnorecentfI'CoorreGiDam with two
pts., aOO junir fcrward Nancy Hesemann
finishing with 2 pIS.
"Nancy's really struggling," said
head coach Bobbi Morse. "She's pushing too hard to score.
Squibb, who came in averaging
15.9 ppg., picked up two early fouls .

Freshman guard Regina Howard
against Missouri Southern.
and had to sit out the remainder of the
first half.
"Their top scorer, Rolanda Gladden, wasn't in there so I didn't want to
put LIz bock in," Morse said.
With the forwards contained,
guards Regina Howard and Danielle

be more aggressive," Morse said.
The evening was full offrustration,
including a spot near the end of the
game where the Riverwomen didn't
score for six minutes. The basket
seemed cursed as shot after shot rolled
off the cylinder or clanged against the
rim.
"We couldn't get anything to fall,"
said junior forward Rhonda Patterson.
"Our legs were very tired; we've been
on the road and really need a few days
to rest"
Despite the score, the Riverwomen
are confidant they can go down to
Joplin (Feb.l3) and avenge their loss
with a victory over Mo. Southern.
"Honestly, no - they're not a betPhoto: Alfie Ali
ter
team,"
said freshman guard Nicole
scored 15 points Saturday night
Christ "We just have to play more
consistently like we did the first four
Lamette shook things up a little bit by minutes."
penetrating and getting some easy jump
The Riverwomen, 7-7 overall and
shots. Howard, aS7" freshman, led the 2-4 in conference play, will travel to
team with ISpointsandLamette,aS'S" Quincy College (Jan.2S) to face the
senior, finished with 11 pts.
. Lady Hawks and then to LIncoln for a
"I told them they (MIssouri South- rematch with the Tigerettes, who they
em) were weak at the guard spot and to defeated earlier this season.

Rivermen Tame Lions in Overtime, 94-89
by Mike Hayes
Current sports reporter

The UM-St Louis Men's basketball team capped off a successful twogame home series with a thrilling 9489 overtime win against conference
foe Missouri Southern Saturday night
at the Mark Twain Building.
The win was a sweet one for the

Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletics
Association (MIAA) with MissouriWestern. The Rivennen improved to
4-2 in the MIAA and 9-6 overall.
After disappointing road losses to
Missouri -Rolla and Emporia State, the
Rivennens' rebound this week against
two strong teams could loom large as
the ~ progresses.
"These two wins are going to be a

Photo: Mia Ali

Forward Scott Crawford (#4) attempts to drive toward the basket.
Rivermen, who bowed to the Lions of
Missouri Southern three times last year.
Rivermen senior guard Steve Roder
said, "A little revenge factor played
tonight"
The Lions were a hot team who had
won six of their last seven and were
coming off an impressive win over
thezH:onference1eader Missouri-Rolla.
With this victory, the Rivennen
moved into a tie for third place in the

confidence-builder for us." said
Rivermen swingman Smokey Evans.
The game was a see-saw battle that
found Rivennen senior guard Steve
Roder on the foul line and the game tied
at 78 with only five seconds remaining.
Roder calmly sank both free throws
to put UM-St Louis up by two. But
Missouri Southern had one more
chance. The inbounds pass went to the
lions' Quis Tuclcer, who quickly found

St Louis product Ron Joyner near half
court. Joyner streaked up the middle of
the court in what looked like the parting
of the Red Sea and let go a running
jumper just inside the three point line at
the buzzer. The shot hit the front of the
rim, bounced off the glass and fell to
push the game to overtime.
The Rivennen slowly pulled away
in the extra period with solid defense,
strong rebounding, and clutch free
throw shooting.
'The game was basically even
throughout the 40 minutes," said Roder.
''TIle difference camein overtime when
three of their guys fouled out We got
up one possession and they had to
throw up some threes. It was a big
hurdle to jump."
TIleRivennen could have had some
breathing room in the first half, bUlthey
shot 55% from the line compared to
Missouri-Southern's 90%.
"If we would've hit our free throws
in the first half we could' ve put them
away. Cooch got on us at halfand some
people stepped up to the line at clutch
time and hit," said Evans.
The Rivennen got a jumpstart in
the first half from forward Bryan Silver. The 6'2", 200-poundjunior paced
the Rivennen with nine points on four
of five shooting and hit ajumper in the
lane with four seconds remaining in the
half to give the Riverrnen a one-point
lead at the half. He fInished the game
with nine points in l2minutes of play.
"Brian stepped up for us ata crucial
moment and gave us some instant offense," said Evans. "That's what we
call him - Instant offense."
Darren Hill and Steve Roder con-

tinuerl to li"ht nn thp. "l'""p.ho"rrl fnr thP.
Rivennen as eaCh tuushea WItn HS
points. Hill also grabbed 12 rebounds.
Earlier in the week the Rivermen
knocked off Southwest Baptist, 89-83.
Southwest Baptist had come to town
sporting a 12-1 overall record and 2-1
mark in the MIAA .
The Rivermen won the game, but
Southwest Baptists' Charles Grasty
stole the show with a 34 point perlormance, with 20 points effort
Grasty, a 5'9" junior guard is in the
top fIve in the conference in scoring,
three-point percentage, three point field
goals made and a$Sists, and ranks sixth
in steals.
Thequick little guard lead the aerial
and ground assault, slashing and cutting for two or launching a three-pointer
from National Basketball Association
(NBA) range.
The Rivermen went to a box-andone in the second half to try to tame the
fires of Grasty. "He is.a great player,"
UM-St Louis head coach Rich Meekfessel said
Meckfessel was happy the way his
team responded in the second half to
the tight game.
'W e played well down the stretch,
getting the ball and making our free
throws," Meekfessel said. "We can
play better, but it was a good win over
a team that was 12-1."
The Bearcats' Grasty felt the outcome of the game was decided on the
offensive boards. The Rivermen had
the edge 18-11.
"They out-rebounded us on the of

See B-BALL, page 8

Reporter's Notelxx>Jc

.Women's Basketball: The Ups & Downs
by Cory Schroeder
associate sports editor
NOT So SWEET HoME. It's been a very
disappointing homestand for the
RiverwOOlen. Before Satwday' s shellacking by Missouri Southern, UMStLouis was choked by the hands of
Southwest Baptist (Jan.20) 78-63, also
at home.
The Lady Bearcats high powered
perimeter offense produced four threepointfield gools and several WlCOIltested
shots from outside the paint
"It seems like everything they put
up fell," Lamette said.
UM-StLouis was down 28-13 before Morse decided to pull the starters
and go with the bench. The secondstringers pulled them to within eight,
minutes before the end of the fIrst half.
"The second unit came ready to
play," Morse said. "I wa<llooking for
anybody who was going to play defense and rebound. "
The second half was a virtually a
replay of the fIrst with theRiverwomen
coming out strong before allowing the
Lady Bearcats to run away with the

Southwest Baptist, Coach Morse
promised to shake things up a little bit
Junior focward Tammy Anderson was
inserted in the starting line-up, and
Nicole Christ and Rhonda Patterson
received increased playing time
"We're going back to basics,"
Morse said after the loss to Southwest
Baptist. "Everybody's going to have to
earn their spot
TRAVELING BU!ES: 'The Riverwomen
ended a three gameroadtrip with a 8766 loss to EmporiaS tate, Kan. (J an.I6).
A victory was not to be had as UMStLouis dropped all three, with the
other losses to Missouri-Rolla and
Northeast Missouri State.
SUPERWOMAN: Senior forward Liz
Squibb has been on fire and has practically carried the Riverwomen's offensive load. Sqlllbb is averaging 15.8
points per game, which is good enough
to rank eighth among the scoring leaders in the Mid-America Intercollegiate
Athletics Association. In her last three
games, she averaged 20 points per
game.

game.

'We beat ourselves with poor reboWlding," Morse said.
TIME FOR A CHANGE. After the
Riverwornen'sla;;klustereffortagainst

~G IN ACTION:

The flu bug has
snmg sophomore forward Renee Duke,
causing her to miss two practices and

See NOTEBOOK, page 8

Hockey Club Skating Toward

a Disappointing Record
by Jack C. Wang
sports editor
Wayne Gholson, head cooch of
the UM-SL Louis Ice Hockey Club,
probably feels the same way St Louis
Blues coach Bob Berry does right now
about the way their teams' have been
playing.
Like the Blues, the Rivennen were
expected to be contenders this season.
TIle team was ranked thirteenth in the
nation in Division IT non-varsity last
year, but things haven 'texactly worked
out like Gholson expected them to.
"We've got a 2-6 record right now,"
Gholson said. 'We're not doing as well
as last year."

Despite that record, the Rivennen
still have a chance to make the playoffs
in the South Division, where the team
is, in the words of Gholson, within
"two or four points of each other for the
two spots in the South Division playoff."
Gholson suspects that the team
hasn't done as well as expected because of player turnover. "We've had a
large turnover. Five players with 20
points Or more have left, n Gholson
said

The high turnover has made
Gholson rely more on his new players
this season. "It's good for the yOWlg

See HOCKEY, page 8
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the game against Southwest Baptist
Duke had started eight games and was
averaging 5.7 ppg. However, Duke returned to play solid defense in the loss
against Missouri Southern
SLOW ROAD TO REcovny. Junior for-

ward Nancy Hesemann appeared to be
back to her early season form, scoring
. 15 points against Emporia State.
Hesemann suffered a stress fracture in
her right foot, which caused her to miss
games againstNortheast Missouri State
and UM-Rolla She was basically a noshow against Southwest Baptist, scoring only 2 points on 0-5 shooting.
Hesemann, the previous MIAA leader
in three-point field goals, missed all
four of her shots from beyond the line.
"She says her foot doesn' t bother

HOCKEY from page 7

B ·BALL from page 7

NOTEBOOK from page 7
her," said head coach Bobbi Morse.
"But I only know what she tells me. I
was disappointed with ber effort against
Southwest Baptist.."
POWER Polil. Of the top ten Division
II schools in the nation. two MIAA
schools are among them, with
Washburn ranked third and Missouri
Southern seventh. The Riverwomen
host the Lady Blues of Washburn on
February 20.

SoPHOMORE JINX (NOT!). Sophomore

forward Connie Gillam is steadily becoming a force in the post. She averaged 13 points in each of her last four
games, iocluding a career-high 18
against Emporia State.
"Connie is gaining maturity and

confidence," Morse said after the game
against MO-Rolla

SPlJUT LEADER. BinduBalakrishnan has
only played a total of six minutes this
sea;on but she can always be seen
taking extra practice in the gymnasium
and trying to rally the troops from the
sidelines.
"This team has a lot of heart which
will carry them far," said Balakrishnan.
SUPEJUi'AN? If you ever take in a game at
the Mark Twain Center you are bound
to here the voice of Steven Wolfe reverberating aroWld the gyrrmasium.
"Miiiiiiiiijis it," he says attempting to
distract the other team from making a
free throw. What kind of effect this has
OIl either team is questionable?

'm Here
When You Need Me
'
.

Photo: Alfie Ali

Guard Steve Aoder (#15) looks on as center Jermaine Morris (#44)
battles for the rebound.

fensive glass and worked harder than smile carne overhis face and he nodded
we did," said Grasty."Theyjuststepped his head.
it up."
The Rivermen will next be in acThe Rivermen will meet the tion on Wednesday when they travel to
Bearcats in a rematch on Feb. 11 at Lincoln and then return home on SatSouthwest Baptist.
urday night to take on Pittsburg State
When Grasty was asked if he was . before heading up to Quincy on Feb. 1
looking forward to the game, he re- for their final non-conference game of
plied, "Oh yeah, most definitely," as a the season.
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ROBERTS

guys," he said. 'They were ifttimidat.ed
at first, but now they have some experience. They have a lot of enthusiasm,
and they want to play. They have the
talent and potential to be good players.
We have a good nucleus of young
players."
The scoring support has been led
by freshman defenseman Steve Mackie,
who leads the team with seven points,
with three goals and four assists. John
Duvicki is close behind, with six points
OIl four goals and two assists.
Other scorers who have contributed to the Rivermen offensive attack
include freshman left winger Joe
Poropat, who has two goals and three
assists for five points, and left winger
Dan Moran, with one goal and three
assists for four points.
GhoLc;on hopes the players are
ready for their next big opponent, local
rival Washingtoo University. The Bears
and the Rivermen will square off on
Tuesday, Jan. 26 at the St Louis Arena
at4:45pm.Afteraface-offwithLogan
College on Feb. 1, the Rivermen will
face the Jayhawks of Kansas University in Kansas City on Feb. 6 and 7.
"The Wash U and Kansas games are
two big games," Gholson said. "We
hold our fate in our own hands with
those games."
Fan support has been good for tru~
Rivermen and Gholson despite the late
starting time for most of their home
games. "The fan support has been
good," Gholson said. "We are averaging about 100 to 200 fans per game, but
the ice time is rotten this year."
Gholson has reason tobeoptimistic
for next year. Gholson mentioned that
plans are underway to build a twin rink
at theRiverport, with ground breaking
to begin in March and with completion
scheduled for late Aug. or Sept.. "n will
be a multi-purpose facility, with two
ice surfaces," Gholson said. One will
be an Olympic-size rink with a seating
capacity of 4,00J. and the other is an
NHL-size rink with a seating C81Kity
of2,00J. This facility willbeapossib1e
home site for us, and will help to pr0mote college hockey. That will be good
for us. "

REALlY .....

SGABULLETI
Applications for Student
Government Association
President, Vice-Presid.e nt,
Comptroller and
at-large representatives
will be available
Feb. 1 th rough March I , 1993.
No applications will be
accepted after March 1.
Applications are available
in the Student Government
office at 262 U. Center.
Inforl11ation, applications or
eligibility can be obtained by
calling 553-5105.
Elections will be h eld Thursday,
April 1 though Friday, April 2
in the U. Center lobby.

